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Area Steel Construction has been

Who are we?

designing, engineering, constructing
and certifying rural & remote
dwellings and structures since 1994. In
that time we have built a strong
reputation through constructing
buildings that stand both the test of
time and the test of the Territory.

We are a proud server of the Residential & Industrial ( arable , pastoral and
commercial) sectors and we pleased to present our 2017 RAC Catalogue to you.
In this catalogue we have included a small sampling of our most common
constructions used for rural applications that may be of interest to you.
We have no standard sizes or builds- everything we build is unique and
customised for you in accordance with your needs, environment and property.
To showcase the quality of workmanship and materials we use we have a
Display Village located at 26 Vereker St Humpty Doo (Next to the police
station) and is open from 7am-4pm Monday to Saturday.
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We specialise in the design &

What do we
build?

construction of:
 Machinery sheds

 Farm storage sheds
 Fruit Packing sheds

 Fruit
packing sheds
Fertiliser sheds
 Workshops
Workshops
 Fertiliser
sheds
Aviation Hangers
Chemical /Acid
/Acid storage
Chemical
storagesheds
Area Steel Construction offers
clients a complete solution from
Design and Engineering through to

 Oil deposit sheds
sheds
 Horse stables

 Oil deposit sheds
 Horse arenas

Project Management, Construction

 Aviation hangers

and Certification. Our highly

 Horse stables

qualified and experienced staff

 Horse
arenas
Granny
flats

utilise the latest technology and

 Tackle
rooms
Workers
Accommodation

software to develop high quality

Officeshomes
 Rural

design concepts for you whilst

Power stations
 Workers
accommodation

providing feedback and expertise
when required.
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 Tack rooms

 Rural homes

Garages
 Offices
 Carports

As accredited colorbond steel suppliers
we are able to offer you a vast array of

Colorbondtm

colours for your next build, in one of
the worlds toughest building materials.

Colorbond offers both classic and
contemporary designer steel that will
enhance the beauty and bushland
colours of your property.
Drop into our Display Village and let one of friendly staff members take you
through all your colour options. Or simply visit: colorbond.com/create

Office / Accommodation / Machinery storage

Office / Accommodation / Machinery storage
Combing a need your farm or rural operation may have for an
office, machinery storage and workers accommodation in one
modern steel framed building is a cost effective way to add value
to your property and professionalism to your business.
The lower level features six (front and back) electric lockable roller
doors, which when open allow for fantastic airflow and generous
vehicle/machinery access. The lower level also features two
disabled toilets and two storerooms.
There are four sets of stairs that lead up to the
upper level, two having polished timber treads and two being
exceptionally wide stainless steel stairs for the ease of furniture
movement.
In the standard model of this building the upper floor has a fit
out of eight rooms (or offices) , two compact modern kitchens and
two separate bathrooms.
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We can customise this layout in any configuration you desire to suit
your operation. If you choose to utilise part of the upper floor as
office space, we can provide a partitioning wall between that space
and your employees living / accommodation area to give you privacy.
The lower level can also be partitioned in any configuration you
desire to provide for such useful facilities as a communal staff
kitchen / mess hall and or recreational room. If you choose not to use
the lower level in part or full as mechanical storage for your
machinery it does provide for safe and secure lock up of your
employees vehicles.
Building an accommodation facility of such a professional
calibre will make your operation an attractive option for both
full time staff and or seasonal pickers, giving you a greater pool of
quality candidates to select from.

As of May 2016 this building is the newly established
Humpty Doo Ambulance Station.
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Farm Offices

Farm Offices
A farm office that is well designed not only provides for physical
comfort and improves your morale; it can also provide a level of
organisation to yourself and your employees that will encourage
your business to run smoothly and efficiently.
Area Steel Construction can work with you to design an efficient
layout that will assist you to carefully accommodate the flow of
materials and people in and out of the office that you deal with
daily. As standard we incorporate multiple offices, meeting
rooms, bathrooms, kitchens and file/document storage.
If you are currently operating out of your home, a farm office
will help you to separate work and daily stresses away from the
family living space. This can give your family back privacy
and provide a professional meeting location that will impress.
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Homesteads

Homesteads
This beautiful home can provide superior modern living on
your farm or rural operation as a manager’s residence,
workers accommodation or as your own home.
This is our standard home design and it features two huge
bathrooms and three large air-conditioned bedrooms with
mirrored robes (walk through robe and ensuite to the
master).
The house also features an open plan living design with an
ultra modern kitchen including stone bench tops and soft
close draws. Beautiful ceramic floor tiles throughout add to
the clean and spacious feel of this house.
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Large stainless steel fans cool down the extra large
verandahs that wrap around three sides of the home,
making them the perfect area for outdoor

Homesteads

entertaining.

Building an additional home on your property can
also be a great revenue earner if you are located in
Darwin’s rural area.
We can work with you to customise this house or
design something totally unique for you and your
property. To see more photos of this home check out
our Facebook page.
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Fruit Packing Sheds

Fruit Packing Sheds
Area Steel Construction has been designing, engineering, constructing
and certifying fruit packing sheds in the NT for 22 years.
We offer our clients a full-scale solution from basic sheds intended for
small holding operations up to ‘ state of the art’ facilities where class one
fruit intended for international export is packed. We offer high quality
and customisable design concepts for fruit packing operations that provide
for efficient & generous layouts.
Our layout plans that we design with you, work to streamline the process of
cleaning, sorting, packing and refrigeration to protect your perishable
produce’s quality and market value.
As with all our constructions we engineer our fruit packing sheds to
incorporate maximum natural and where necessary engineered ventilation.
Standard within our fruit packing sheds we introduce low hanging fans
that keep you, your staff and your equipment from overheating as well as
whirlybirds and if you require- louvered vents built into the shed walls.
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Extensive ventilation in fruit packing sheds is critical to alleviate the
build up of noxious gases in the shed that seeps off your produce from
residual herbicides and pesticides.
Providing for good ventilation in a packing shed is also vital in reducing the
amount of Ethylene build up in the shed that results from mechanical
equipment such as petrol-fuelled forklifts. We will work hard with you and
our engineers to design a packing shed specific to your requirements that
alleviates the Ethylene build up, which as you would be aware can trigger
respiration and premature ripening in fruit such as mangoes and bananas.
Additional to great ventilation our fruit packing sheds also stream with
natural light through large access doors and open roller doors as well as
optional translucent Colorbond roof sheeting, skylights and solar lights.
Standard in all our sheds is large commercial lighting.
Our flexible design capabilities allow us to offer various layout
combinations, with open and enclosed bay options, multiple bay
configurations, customised dimensions and customisable roof profiles such
as flat, gable or skillion.
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We can also extend
or customise
your existing Packing Shed to
Areaand
Steel
Construction
increase your businesses supply chain flow and processing capability. This
will give your business the flexibility it needs to manage risks associated
with the vagaries of climate, disease and fluctuating market pricing as it
can give you the ability to pack for other producers and produces in case a
difficult season of the fruit you primarily pack occurs.
Extending your existing business premise to include such measures as an
enclosed office can give you the flexibility to complete administrative
matters in peace but still remain on site, which allows you to maintain
supervision of the packing room floor. Such an enclosed office can be done
on the ground level of the shed or as a mezzanine.
One measure we can introduce is enclosing the shed so it can be airconditioned, this means your freshly picked produce is protected at every
stage of the supply chain and a backlog of fruit that needs to be processed
is not seeing its value or grading deteriorate whilst it waits.

ruction

Air-conditioning your shed at the correct temperature and with adequate
air circulation is essential to managing your produces quality.
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This is particularly
important
if you harvest a produce such as mangoes,
Area
Steel Construction
which need to be kept in a ventilated low temperature area to counteract
the heat and CO2 the fruit generates after it is picked which can result in
skin yellowing.
Other benefits to proving air-conditioning are obviously that it keeps your
staff performing at their best as it reduces time lost to symptoms of
excessive heat exposure.
With your Packing shed we can also provide a strong, sound and sealed
cool room to store your fruit. Our cool rooms are custom engineered in
accordance with your requirements to meet the demands of your industry
and can include such customisations as extra wide openings for multiple
forklift accessibility.
Additionally in the wet areas of your shed typically where fruit is cleaned
we can construct a sloped concrete floor with commercial drainage to

ruction

reduce the risk of the area becoming a slip hazard.
To further reduce the risk of the wet area to yourself and your staff we can
introduce micro rib non-slip rubber matting.
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When we design a shed we design with many different factors in mind
and pride ourselves on our ability to future proof your business premises.
This means equipping your fruit packing shed with the dimensional &
electrical capability to handle some of the newest labour saving fruit
grading and production line equipment that you may like to purchase in
the future.
We can also construct your shed so that is maintains enough design
flexibility to add on additional bays at a later date.
For the convenience of yourself and your staff we as standard include
useful utilities such as a bathroom with a toilet, sink and emergency
shower. Additionally we can also include a kitchen and smoko room.
Building a Packing Shed of such a professional calibre provides your farm
and business with the professionalism to open up its produce to a wider
variety of markets.
Packing sheds in terms of a business asset will maintain its use all year
round as during the off-season the building can be utilised as additional
farm storage to protect your valuable equipment.
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Machinery Sheds

Machinery Sheds
Area Steel Construction has been building farm machinery/
equipment storage sheds for 22 years. We offer our clients a
complete storage solution and as with all our builds manage to
entire process from design and engineering through to
construction and certification.
Our sheds are built with strength and quality as well as durability,
which mean they provide the ideal storage for your cars, boat and
valuable farm equipment. Our flexible design capabilities mean we
can design a shed for you to fit all of your needs with variable
heights, lengths and roof profiles.
We can also offer you various layout combinations,
with open and enclosed bay options, multiple bay
configurations, customised dimensions
and optional extras.
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Garages
Area Steel Construction

Garages
Area Steel Construction has been building garages for 22 years. We
offer our clients a complete garage solution from design and engineering
through to construction and certification.
We can provide for you a garage of almost any height, width, roof profile,
bay configuration or layout that you want. This means we can customise
the buildings height and width to accommodate a particularly large boat
or car for example. Or design the roof pitch and colours to reflect that of
the house.
We can also include measures such as including a concrete approach
ramp up to the garage to reduce the amount of dirt brought inside.
Standard with our Garages are electric lockable roller doors that
keep your prized possessions safe and locked away.
We can also provide Industrial lighting,
whirly birds and guttering.
AreaSteel
SteelConstructionConstruction-Celebrating
Celebrating2221years
years
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Garaport

(Garage & Carport combination)

Garaport
Area Steel Construction has been designing, engineering,
constructing and certifying Garaports in the NT for 22 years.
Garaports offer a great alternative to your standard Garage and
Carport, as they can be multifunctional. This means (because of the
carport section) you can get all your valuables undercover for the same
price as a smaller fully enclosed Garage where you may( because of
cost restrictions) have to limit its size. We offer various layout
combinations, with open and enclosed bay options, multiple bay
configurations & customised carport dimensions. We also provide lock
up electric roller doors as standard that keep you’re most valuable
equipment, tools and machinery safe inside the Garage component of
the shed.
Standard with our Garaports we include lighting and fans.
We design our Garaports with maximum natural lighting
and ventilation to help you keep your electricity costs down.
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Workshops
Area Steel Construction

Workshops
Area Steel Construction has been designing, engineering,
constructing and certifying workshops in the NT for 22 years.
Our standard workshops come in a range of designs and sizes, and we
can customise to suit your intended use and site specifications or
deign something totally unique for you and your business or property.
We offer various layout combinations, with open and enclosed bay
options, multiple bay configurations and customised dimensions. We
also provide lock up electric roller doors as standard that keep your
valuable equipment, tools and machinery safe.
Standard with our workshops we include commercial lighting and
fans however when we design a workshop we design to include
maximum natural lighting and ventilation to help you keep your
electricity costs down. All our designs also features utilities such as
bathrooms.
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Aircraft Hangers

Aircraft hangers

Aircraft Hangers
Area Steel Construction offers our clients a compete solution
from design and engineering through to, construction and
certification of Aviation Hangers.
We design our hangers like everything else we build strong
enough the stand the test of time and the test of the Territory.
Over the years we have come to specialise in the construction of
custom designed hangers including but not limited to small
residential hangers, large commercial hangers, double sliding
door hangers and multiple access hangers.
Including a configuration in your hanger that provides for
multiple external access points for aircraft entry gives you a
chance to rent out those spaces to aircraft enthusiasts from
town.
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We can further professionalise and increase you rental return
rate by separating off these aircraft bay spaces from each other
by placing partitioning walls in-between and giving each bay
the ability to be locked up separately from each other.
We offer various layout combinations, with open and enclosed
bay options, multiple bay configurations and customised
dimensions.
As a precaution we can also add rubber padding along the wall
at the height of your aircrafts wings or blades to reduce any
chance of damage your aircraft could endure from a poor
maneuver when exiting or entering your hanger.
To increase the usability and usefulness of your hanger we can
also include a number of facilities and utilities such as a
kitchen, bathroom, office /administration area, workshop, and
communal dining area (smoko room).
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Equine

NOTE: Handrails still under construction

Equine
Arenas
Area Steel Construction has experience when it comes to designing
both commercial and residential riding arenas.
We can design an arena unique to your property that will allow you to
fit a standard dressage showground (20m x 40-60m) comfortably
inside.
We can construct your arena so that it maintains enough design
flexibility to add on additional bays to increase the length of your
structure at a later date if you desire.
Our arenas can be enclosed on one or more sides to protect riders from
prevailing weather. We can also install rubber padding along the
perimeter nib wall to keep any riding horses safe.
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Enclosed stables
Our experienced team can design and engineer a custom stable for your
property that is a safe and comfortable environment for your prized
animals.
With all the stabling we design, engineer, construct and certify we allow
ample room to walk your animals in and out with ease and stable them
generously. We design all our stables with high ceilings to help achieve
greater circulation of air to aid in ventilation. Louvered vents aid further
airflow as well as whirly birds. Good ventilation is important as it helps
deter contagious infection that can spread rapidly in a shared airspace
of horses.to further aid this airflow we include low hanging fans that
also keep your horses cool.
Additional to great ventilation our stables also stream with natural light
that enters through the clear colorbond roof sheeting and strategically
placed solar and skylights.
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To keep your horses safe rubber padded walls with nylon inlay for
added strength can be fitted in each stall. This prevents your horses from
damaging their shoes by kicking the steel of their stall. Additionally we
can also lay equine rubber matting on the floor over the concrete in each
stall. The equine rubber mating has a non-slip hammer top surface and
a Micro-Rib underside.
The equine rubber on the floor of each stall is optional but is our
recommendation for the following reasons:
 Increased comfort for your horses
 Stops the horses shoes pawing the concrete
 Reduces bedding costs
 Reduces mucking out times
 Reduces odours
 Makes the stable incredibly quite, which will keep your horses
feeling safe and at ease in a restful environment.
When we design a stable with you we factor in all contingencies that may
arise in the course of your animals life.
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Designing a stable so that it covers all events that can arise in your
horse’s life means you get the most out of your investment.
An example of a customisation we commonly complete that
pre-empts challenging circumstances is including a large isolated bay
for when a horse is unwell or foaling. To ease the pressure of those often
demanding time we can incorporate a small lodging within your stable
that will contain you or your vet whilst you are awaiting the birth of the
foal or seeing the sick animal through the night. The lodging is comprised
of a modest bedroom, bathroom and kitchenette. For your convenience we
can also include onto your stable a tack room, wash down bay and carport
to store your float safely out of the elements.

Open-air stables (as pictured)
Our open-air stables are a very efficient and cost effective way to shield
your horses from some of the milder rain and storms the Top End
experiences. We can customise them to be as enclosed or open air as your
desire.
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Paddock shelters (as pictured)
Paddock shelters are another cost effective but efficient way of
protecting your precious animals heath and wellbeing both from
the sun and the wet season. They like all of our other equine products
can be customised to any size to accommodate as many horses as you
desire and can also include a concrete approach leading up to a concrete
pad under the shelter. During the wet season such a waterproof shelter
with a concrete pad helps to keep their feet out the mud and coats free of
mange.

Tack room+ float carport (as pictured)
One of our most popular equine products our tack room/ float carport
combination protects the valuable investments you have made in your
equine equipment and transport. This tack room & float carport
combination can be customised to accommodate any size float and or tack
room volume requirements.
Drop into our Display Village and let one of our friendly staff members
take you through all our equine Territory Tough engineered plans.
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Tropical Granny Flats

Tropical Granny Flats
Some of our client’s most common requirements for
their Granny Flat include:
 Using it as an additional stream of income by renting it out
 Using it as the name suggests for the elderly who require care and
family close but still wish to maintain their privacy and
independence
 Young couples looking for the comfort of a new home that is easier
and cheaper to maintain
 A Hobby/games or multi purpose room to create more space for
leisure and retreat
 A home office ideal for a family business
 A teenage retreat that allows your children to gain independence
whilst still being able to keep an eye on them.
The following Granny Flats are our three most popular and basic designs
and their names have been drawn from the Indigenous langue of Arnhem
Land, Yolngu Martha.

Prior to July 2014 Granny Flats i.e. Self-contained extensions in
Area Steel the
Construction22 yearsby dependants or related tenants.
NT could Celebrating
only be inhabited

American Barn

American Barn
This is an American Barn we completed in WA in 2012.
Here in the NT due to cyclonic conditions we can only
build Americans Barns as 10A Sheds and not Class 1
dwellings (houses).
However these images do represent the quality of
materials and workmanship (Interior & Exterior) that
Area Steel Construction has become known for.
Any cyclonic rated territory tough home that we build
for you can be as beautifully fitted out as this one.
For more photos of this beautiful home
check out our Facebook page.
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American Barn
With ground level garage

American Barn
With ground level garage
This is an American Barn we built in Humpty Doo that
is coded as a 10A (Shed).
These American barns provide a very secure and stylish
alternative to your standard garden shed.
We offer various layout combinations, with open and
enclosed bay options, multiple bay configurations &
customised carport dimensions.
We also provide lock up electric roller doors as standard
that keep your valuable equipment, tools and machinery
safe.
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Carports

Carports
Area Steel Construction carports, verandahs and
awnings are an ideal, inexpensive way to protect your
vehicle, farm machinery or outdoor area from the
harsh Top End environment.
We can customise your carport to fit your needs with
variable heights, lengths and roof profiles (flat,
skillion or gable roofed).
Our flexible design capabilities mean we able to work
with your budget so you can get the most out of your
money and achieve the vehicle storage you need.
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Pool Entertainment Area

Pool Entertainment Area
Reward your hard working staff and family this buildup with a Pool Entertainment Area.
We can provide this design for you as standard or as
customised as your desire. Customisations to this
gazebo can include variable heights, lengths and roof
profiles (flat, skillion or gabled roof).
We can also customise this design for you and your
family by including such measures as outdoor fans and
lighting of your choice . We can also include a built
in kitchen/ barbeque area and an even
an outdoor shower to rinse off the
Saline/Chlorine from the pool.
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Garden Entertainment Area

Garden Entertainment Area
This Garden Entertainment Area is on Display at our
Shed Display Village in Humpty Doo.
We can provide this design for you as standard or as
customised as your desire. Customisations to this gazebo
can include variable heights, lengths and roof profiles
(flat, skillion or gabled roof).
We can also customise this design for you
and your family by including such
measures as outdoor fans and lighting
of your choice .
We can also include a built in kitchen/ barbeque
area.
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Gazebos

Gazebos
Area Steel Construction has been building gazebos
for 21 years. We offer our clients a complete solution from design
and engineering through to construction and certification.
We can provide for you a gazebo that adds to your family’s
outdoor Territory lifestyle in any height, width, roof profile or
layout that you want.
These gazebos work great adjacent to a pool for BBQ’s or
children’s parties.
We can connect both power and water for your convenience to
your gazebo. We can also give you the option of including
outdoor fans and lights to increase the time of day and year you
can utilise your gazebo comfortably.
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She Sheds

She sheds
For decades Area Steel Construction have built Man Caves
but recently (in the last 3 years particularly) we have seen a
steady demand grow for the female alternative.
She Sheds are perfect for women who long for an at home
retreat, a place & a space for themselves and too
themselves!
Pictured is our client -artists/ craftswoman Marian & her
6m x 15m Garaport design She Shed (recently featured in
the NT News).
Along with the Garaport design the shed was also
internally gyprocked , tiled , air-conditioned.
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Man Caves

Man Caves
Man Caves have always been a popular product of Area
Steel Construction‘s .
This 9m x 16m shed we built for our client Paul on his
Marlows Lagoon property provides the perfect space to
keep his possessions locked away and safe as well as
getaway from it all & a place to relax.
The shed also features a 10m x 10m heavy duty custom
structural beam carport.
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Commercial Sheds
Office / Workshop combination

Commercial
Sheds
Area Steel Construction can provide you with a commercial
premises completely customised to suit any of your
requirements.
All five sheds pictured are situated in the Humpty Doo
commercial area- adjacent to the shopping centre. Every
shed was customised to suit the requirements of the
industry ( for example technological & mechanical equipment ) the
business inhabiting the shed required.
Standard with every one of these sheds was a point of
contact office at the front that is completely fitted out with
Gyprock, air-conditioning and tiles for your clients and
admins staff’s convenience.
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Office (Commercial area)

Area Steel Construction constructed this office next to the
Humpty Doo Woolworths for Coach Charters Australia’s
owners Jo & Karl.
Coach Charters Australia is a transportation company
servicing many sectors including Mining, Education and
Defence (Australian Defence Force & the American
Marines).
Their rapidly expanding business required a new generous
and centrally located premises with a layout completely
customised to suit the unique workflow requirement of the
business.
Area Steel Construction is an expert
in commercial development &
construction. Call us today to discuss your
plans.
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Skillion Roof Sheds

Skillion roof sheds
Skillion roof sheds offer a stylish alternative to your
standard backyard shed. We can construct a skillion roof
shed for you at almost any pitch.
These sheds are very popular with families with modern
rural homes who worry a typical gable roof shed might
look out of place.The Colorbond colours we use for our
sheds can be matched perfectly to that of your
homes colours. Such stylistic consistency
creates an ‘ Estate’ feel to rural properties.
We can customise this design in any
which way you desire .
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Canine Boarding Facility

Canine Boarding Facility
These two large sheds as well as the internal dog cages
pictured were constructed for Blue Lilly Lane Equestrian
which houses animals both small domestic and large
livestock when their owners are out of town.
The dog cages were built with 50 x 50 SHS box section
Durgal Australian steel.
Any unique customised builds that you need to service
your businesses expansion we can help you with.
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‘Weekenders’

‘Weekenders’
‘ Weekenders’ provide a fantastically affordable solution
when you require both vehicle storage and basic
accommodation on your rural bush or costal retreat.
They are also a great way to get some basic infrastructure
on your rural block whilst you save up for your dream
home.
Any design specification you require we can build , all the
designs you see in the photos above are those of our clients
who all had unique storage and accommodation
requirements for their rural retreats.
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Community Space

Community Space

Community Space
This shed we completed in January 2016 was built for the
rural branch of the NT Scouts/ Guides on the
Woorabinda site in Howard Springs.
This new building will now enable a wide range of youths
to participate in outdoor education in both the wet & dry
season. Area Steel Construction donated many of the
materials shown in an effort to give the Scouts/ Guides the
most shed/ canteen for the community grant they
received.
Further development on the Woorabinda
Site is underway.
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Flammable Store

Flammable Store
This Flammable Store was constructed for the Australian
Defence Force in August 2016.
This new Flammable Store will increase the chemical
storage capacity the ADF currently has on its Robertson
Barracks base. The Flammable Store was designed with
industrial lighting and extensive ventilation that will keep
the area well lit but also keep the temperature inside low .
The safe storage of chemicals is an essential part of an
environmental , health and safety programme and if you
would like to get your farm or rural operation compliant
please contact our office for a free quote.
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20% off all custom made shed internals ( Such as dog cages and shelving)
when you purchase an Areas Steel Construction shed before July 2017.

Want a quote?
Quote requests can be submitted in the
following ways:
1.

Our website

2.

Email: sheds@areasteel.com.au

3.

By phone: 08 8988 4531

4.

Our Facebook page

If your unsure about what you exactly want or if it could work
structurally, aesthetically or functionally on your property and for your
business-Let us help.

Drop into our Shed Display Village for a a chat.

Reviews

Marian Isles:

(From Facebook

and his wonderful team, Rosco & Rosco

in the last 6 months)

5/5

My “ She Shed” was the second job that Jeff
and other have done for us. They are
Meticulous, and always cheerful. Jeff made
some excellent suggestions that further
enhanced the end result. Ladies I know im
spoilt but I could not be happier. Thanks
Jeff!

Donna & Damien Mitchell:

5/5

We got quotes from all shed companies and got feedback on all of them- we went
with Area Steel Construction in Humpty Doo- their price was in the lower to middle
of the quotes received & their service and workmanship were second to none.
Extremely elated in the quick response (phone calls and in person). Always came to
the site and rang when they said they would and even with rain delays, they had
the big job done in the time they said they would. They even fixed some minor
issues a year later at no extra cost.
Area steel( Jeff) also designed and donated a custom -made chook shed to the
Humpty Doo Primary School edible /sensory garden a few months ago(Oct 2015)
for the benefit of the primary schools children for years to come. Worth a
call/quote!

Mark Syme:

5/5

I had a shed constructed on my property in Humpty Doo by Area Steel
Constructions. The staff were very polite and after providing a plan of how I wanted
the shed with two carports and two roller doors plus a side door, construction was
underway. The shed was constructed with no delays and no setbacks and met all my
expectations. I encountered no problems on the finished product and was pleased
with the constructed building. If I build on my Humpty Doo property again Area
Steel Construction will be getting the job!

Robyn Ancell Purtill:

5/5

We are very happy with the work Area Steel has done for us. Easy to deal with,
listened to our needs, offered excellent professional advice and the end product
was exactly what we wanted.
Their professional advice was second to none and they even turned up when they
said they would! Would definitely use them again. They are not the cheapest in
Town but you get what you pay for and we think they are excellent value for
money. Quality always wins out.

Paul Van Bruggen:

5/5

If you want a great shed .. An awesome shed.. These are the go.. Not the cheapest
but you get what you pay for.. I've had 2 sheds built now and I am very happy!

5/5

Mark McAdie:

First things first, Area Steel constructions may not be the cheapest shed builder in
town, but let me tell you this is a business where you get what you pay for.
And What do you get? You get a shed that exceeds in all respects the cyclone code
standard, Area steel uses better standard components, C channel instead of z
purlins for instance. Secondly, Jeff and his workers, including his subbies are all
prompt, efficient, tidy and respectful.
They tidied the site every day, they made no more mess than was strictly necessary
and their work was of a very high standard. The shed was built exactly to my
specification and exactly where I wanted it. I was more than happy to pay the extra!

Gerd Mold:

5/5

Area Steel built me exactly the shed I wanted, with no fuss and at an
exceptional quality. I would recommend them to anyone wanting a quality
shed that's going to outlast any other shed on the market up North. The
missus is happy I finally have my man cave!

Nicholas McGrath:

5/5

Great work on our shed! Very accommodating of our unusual needs.
Fast, efficient, and friendly team. Don't look anywhere else.

Joy & Darren Mifflin:

5/5

I've had work done by Jeff and the crew here and found him to be extremely
professional and a man of his word, a rare thing in today's society!

Ken Roderick:

5/5

ASC were great to deal with. They provided great customer service, were willing
to cater for specific requirements and completed the project on time without
issue.

Peter Kirkpatrick:

5/5

Highly recommend Jeff and the team at ASC, they have build me 2 nice big
sheds in Humpty Doo.
Great quality sheds, service and easy to deal with!
Support the locals in Humpty Doo!

Felicity Middleton:

5/5

Very prompt with all aspects of construction, all involved very courteous
and helpful and it was definitely my very best building experience.
Thoroughly recommend Area Steel management and all tradespeople
associated with them. I am delighted with my shed!

Tegan Cann:

5/5

Jeff and his boys built our shed (16x9) with 12x9 being hubbies workshop
and 4x9 being my horse stables and tack-shed.
We are so happy with the job the boys did and the quality of the
workmanship is great.
He may be slightly more expensive, but there is good reason and you can
not questions the job he did. If we build again, Jeff will be getting the job!
Thanks again!

Sylvy & Kiwi Coyle:

5/5

Very prompt with all aspects of construction, all involved very courteous
and helpful and it was definitely my very best building experience.
After doing the big "run-around" to find the best
company/price/sheds, we finally stumbled across Area Steel
Construction.
They had exactly what we wanted and they were also happy to work in
with our requirements and time-table.
Thank you to Area Steel Construction for giving us our "Barny"
(everyone names their shed's don't they?).

Robyn Brown:

5/5

Would absolutely recommend Area Steel. They did a fantastic job on our shed
a few years ago and again recently on our gazebo. Their professional , prompt
service is second to none. Thanks guys!

Nicholas McGrath:

5/5

Great work on our shed! Very accommodating of our unusual needs.
Fast, efficient, and friendly team. Don't look anywhere else.

Kate Bone:

5/5

Area Steel Construction built us a great shed 7 years ago. They were not the
cheapest quote we got but they listened to us and gave us some good ideas .
Their workmanship was excellent and they were very ,very easy to deal with.
We were extremely happy with the end result. My hubby calls it “Man Land”,
well actually it’s probably me who calls it that because he is too busy smiling &
enjoying the space .
We have used Area Steel again recently to replace a roof on a very old block
building, they did a great job and once again gave us the best solution for a
very reasonable rate. Thanks again to Jeff Green and his very professional
staff!

